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‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

MID & LONG SHAFTED CLUBS 
 
Again with a lot of logical golf Mechanical Contemplation, it is not all that complicated in generally and 

understandable specifically. 

 

When a short object like a bicycle wheel and tire goes round and round on a ‘Rotational Hub’, a spot on 

the hub directly inboard of the valve stem rotates or turns at precisely the same ‘RPM’ as does the valve 

cap.    

 

With the same ‘RPM’ a small wheel (‘Smaller Radius, Diameter and Circumference’) produces less ‘Tire 

Velocity’ than does the bigger wheel and tire. Great big 11:00 24.5 transport wheels and tires turn a lot 

slower at 70 MPH than do 12 or 13 inch compact care wheel and tires. 

 

This fact known, the spokes in the bicycle wheel are very much analogous to the ‘Golf Shaft’. Longer 

spokes create more peripheral velocity per hub RPM that do the shorter varieties. 

 

Our ‘Human Hub’ is our ‘Spinal Column’. Out ‘Golf Spoke is the ‘Shaft’. It is easy to deduce that longer 

shafts enable greater ‘Velocity Per Spinal RPM’ and thus greater ‘Distance’.  

 

Here is the rub! The farther away from the hub that the ‘Sweet Spot’ is located, the more difficult it is to 

control the ‘Clubhead Mass, Energy and Working Motion or Actions’. <ore ‘Work’ is required! 

 

Here is a bit more of the mechanical demands of ‘Longer Shafts’. They tend to invite more powerful 

‘Hand, Wrist Arm Actions’ to attempt to control or deliver a controlled ‘Sweet Spot’. When most golfers 

are at the Driving Range’ butchering a large bucket of balls, they are using a great deal of ‘Triangle 

Strength’. This causes a whole plethora of nasty outcomes and reduced pleasure! 

 

The longer shafts will NOT tolerate much ‘Manipulation’ or Triangular Hand Action’ to accomplish 

whatever task in on deck! Hence, the ‘Putter’ is the most easily managed stick in your bag. The designers 

of the game know this fact! Nasty as they were, they made the ‘Golf Hole’ only 4.24 inches in diameter! 

Their malicious intent was successful!   

 

Now you know “The Rest Of The Story!”   

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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